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The AutoLoadBaler
in the warehouse and retail trade 
Our customers save up to 2,000 hours every year
at the packaging disposal.

More time for
your core business.
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AutoLoadBaler
The time machine

The AutoLoadBaler with automatic filling system gives you 2,000 hours at 
your disposal every year. Annoying manual tearing of cardboard packaging 
has finally come to an end.

The internal installation of the AutoLoadBaler leads to shorter disposal routes 
for your employees. Special feature: Thanks to automatic filling of the Auto-
LoadBaler waiting and filling time is completely eliminated.

Your staff has time for the core business again. Whether customer advice or 
filling shelves – Your employees do not have to take care of time consuming 
disposal work.

Function

In a matter of seconds the collection carts 
filled with cardboard packages are pushed into 
the baler. By pressing one button automatic 
emptying starts. The buttom of the collection cart 
is lifted up and cardboard packages are fed via 
a rotor into the press chamber and presses with 
530kN pressing force.

Collection cart

The large volume collection carts with their 
smooth surface are easy to clean and cardboard 
packages slide easily and do not tilt like on cus-
tomary dolly carts. Furthermore the collection 
carts can be used as free advertisement space 
with an individual design.

Automatic filling

While the collection cart is automatically emp-
tied, the employees can take a second collection 
cart and continue to work. Waiting- and filling 
times at the press are completely eliminated.

Automatic filling.

Advantages at a glance

•  Convenient collection 
with large volume 
collection carts

•  No pre-cutting
•  No filling- or waiting time
•  Less walking routes
•  High time saving
•  High revenues
•  Less forklift rides
•  Closed gates
•  Time for the customer
•  Time for the core business
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High personnel expenditure
long walking distances
In the retail trade lots of cardboard packages accu-
mulate as packaging material every day. As soon as 
the products are unpacked in the store, the cardboard 
packaging must be disposed of. The staff collects 
the cardboard packaging in e.g. shopping trolleys. 
Before walking long distances to the outside placed 
compactor – the staff often puts the cardboard on a 
bigger collecting unit by hand.

Arrived outside the cardboard packaging is filled into 
the compactor by hand again. The result is a time-
consuming disposal that is linked to uncomfortable 
work and robs time for the core business.

Thereby a time-saving of 500 - 2,000 h/year can be 
achieved. The staff has more time for the core busi-
ness.

Now, the disposal is independent of container chan-
ging times and the ramp and storage area can be used 
for the core business. In addition revenues for bales 
are achieved.

More time for sales!
The filled collection trolley is easily pushed into the 
AutoLoadBaler and the press chamber is filled auto-
matically. The staff has no filling- and waiting-time. 
Cardboard packaging must not be pre-crushed ma-
nually anymore. Due to the internal installation and 
the higher filling volume of the collection trolley less 
walking distances to the baler are necessary.

Time-consuming
disposal

More time for your
core business

Time-consuming
manual crushing

Unsatisfied customers

Dependence 
on container changing times

Waste of energy

Waiting queue

Waste of space
storage of bulky material

Short distances
save time

Calm atmosphere Satisfied customers

Time-saving
no waiting time,
no manual filling

Free ramp
for delivery of goods

Energy saving 
internal installationLong distances

cost time

Free storage space
for the core business
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Stenten

Create the shopping atmosphere!
Your customers are no longer disturbed by lying around cardboard 
packages. Waste disposal with well-designed collection carts is in line 
with your market design and creates a positive shopping atmosphere.

The grocery stores report:

Time for the
customer service.

Use your collection cart as
free advertising space.

Less walking distances
‘The key point is that we save walking routes and due to that we save high 
costs. Strautmann offered a solution with a collection trolley to us to solve our 
cardboard problems. An excellent idea. We mainly save time for our staff. Now 
the handling of the trolley is much more comfortable. Today, the atmosphere 
in our market ist much more quiet and pleasant for our customers as well.’

Mr. Josef Stenten, Managing Director
Rewe Stenten in Aachen

Time saving
‘Our core business includes our freshly filled fruit and vegetable counter. The 
time saving with the AutoLoadBaler of 1,000 hours is very profitable for us. 
Before, we had to invest this time in our disposal now we use this time for our 
core business. First I thought the AutoLoadBaler is a gadget. I was a skeptic, 
now I‘m a fan. It‘s a time machine!’

Mr. Schulenburg, Owner
Rewe Schulenburg in Dortmund

Order and cleanliness
‘We really save time. Every day in each department we have half an hour 
more time for our customers. Cardboard packaging does not fall from the 
roll container anymore. Pathways are clean now. Nothing drops out of the new 
AutoLoadBaler collection trolley. The appearance of our market has improved 
very much. My employees have more time for the core business and the trolleys  
fit into our market.’

Mr. Eckert, Store Manager
Edeka Klein-Heßling in Siegsburg

Short ROI
‘The best thing for me is, that every morning when I get into the store, I 
see that the fresh food shelves are filled and no waste boxes are left. The 
AutoLoadBaler solves the problems with cardboard disposal all at once: 
No manual crushing of boxes anymore, the customer is not disturbed by scrapes 
of cardboard lying around and we achieve a fresh and clean appearance. It is 
sensational that the cardboard only needs to be handled once. The payback 
period is about 2.5 years. A better return is not imaginable. Everybody should 
take a look at this breakthrough solution.’

Mr. Bruns, Managing Director
Edeka Bruns in Edewecht

Schulenburg
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Mr. Angelo Rosenberger, Head of the largest commissioning area 
Rewe Dortmund Großhandel eG 

‘We work according to
the specialist principle‘
‘Our order pickers do the commissioning jobs and 
our preparation department is responsible for the 
organisation and the cardboard packaging collection. 
They always take a collection cart with them on their 
industrial trucks.

As the Strautmann collection cart has been designed 
for the retail trade, Strautmann has quickly and readily 
built a special device for picking-up by means of the 
industrial truck in the warehouse. Anything else the 
employee has to carry with him, such as water and 
a wiper, is carried along in a trolley attached to the 
collection cart.

We now have twice as much storage space.‘

Mr. Kurschus, Supply Chain Operations
Douglas Logistik GmbH

The AutoLoadBaler
in the central warehouses
Especially in the central warehouse a lot of cardboard 
accrues by packing and unpacking the goods. Many 
and long distances to the disposal area are often wais-
ting time.

The internal installation (of the AutoLoadBaler) redu-
ces long distances. Due to the high filling volume of 
collection carts less transports are required and the 
automatic filling saves waiting and filling time.

The AutoLoadBaler is a guarantor of an economical 
disposal.

‘It pays off‘
‘I am so pleased that the AutoLoadBaler is here on site as a problem 
has been solved perfectly. If I imagine having this huge channel 
baling press here on site I don’t want to know what my employees 
would say about the noise level. Now the entire process with the 
AutoLoadBaler is very easy.‘

 

Mr. Kurschus, Supply Chain Operations
Douglas Logistik GmbH

‘A waste management problem has been
solved perfectly.‘

‘We calculate in hundredts of minutes!
We don‘t mess about here!‘
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The collection carts can 
be inserted according to 
customer request on the 
right or left side.
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direct marketable bales
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Small footprint and 
low insertion height
For low ceilings or narrow doors Strautmann can 
deliver and install the AutoLoadBaler lying down 
or by two packaging units. 

Automatic filling means more
time for the core business
With the disposal solution AutoLoadBaler you save a 
small fortune. You dispose of easier, more convenient 
and faster – you save up to 2,000 hours!
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info@strautmann-umwelt.deStrautmann Umwelttechnik GmbH 
Auf dem Haarkamp 22, 49219 Glandorf

www.strautmann-umwelt.com+49 (0) 5426 80777-0

Dispose of profitably
In addition to internal optimization and savings trucks
are fully loaded. Transport costs are reduced or even 
completely saved. The bales are sold to high revenues. 

We offer you 
•  Recording your current situation
•  Disposal consulting
•  Profitability calculation
•  Project planning
•  Process optimization


